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Peter Higgs, of Higgs boson [1] fame, recently gave
an interview to the Guardian which generated some
interesting reflections on modern academia.
Higgs believes no university would employ him in today’s
academic system because he would not be considered “productive” enough [and]
because of the expectations on academics to collaborate and keep churning out
papers. “It's difficult to imagine how I would ever have enough peace and quiet in the
present sort of climate to do what I did in 1964.”

Professor Higgs was at Edinburgh University during the late fifties and early
sixties, doing the kind of solitary, single-minded theoretical work that would
eventually lead to his proposal of the Higgs mechanism, but which in the
intervening time led to little or no published output.
It seems he came perilously close to being forced out of academia, even after
he had produced the 1964 paper which introduced the Higgs boson to the
world.
Higgs said he became “an embarrassment to the department when they did research
assessment exercises”. A message would go around the department saying: “Please
give a list of your recent publications.” Higgs said: “I would send back a statement:
‘None’.”

Higgs believes he would almost certainly have been sacked had he not been
nominated for the Nobel Prize in 1980. After that, Edinburgh apparently took
the view that it was just about worth retaining him as he might get it – and
that if he didn’t, “we can always get rid of him".
Professor Higgs seems not to have a very high opinion of the new academic
culture.

“After I retired it was quite a long time before I went back to my department. I
thought I was well out of it. It wasn’t my way of doing things any more. Today I
wouldn’t get an academic job. It’s as simple as that. I don’t think I would be regarded
as productive enough.”

Some of the online comments on the Guardian article make additional points.
There is recognition of the problem of getting work published if it departs too
radically from the prevailing consensus, or if it arouses the resentment of a key
researcher in the field, especially if they also happen to be the reviewer. On the
other hand, one commenter argues the real problem of publishing papers is
that it’s too easy.
The real problem is how easy it is to get papers published: it does have to be slightly
novel, reasonably written, well referenced, and relevant – but these standards are lax,
and applied quasi-randomly by the volunteer brigade of anonymous reviewers.

I suspect both complaints have substance. If you know how to play the game,
and crank the handle, it probably is quite easy to get published. The average
standard applied by reviewers is fairly mediocre. If you have to review work
that is high on technical style but relatively low on substance – as much
current work is – that is probably unavoidable. Reviewers do not have time to
plough through detail when the logic used is abstruse, or hidden behind jargon
or exotic maths.
On the other hand, if you don’t play by the rules, your chances of publication
drop considerably, and the fact that you’re making what may turn out to be a
major contribution is unlikely to compensate for that.
The same commenter seems to believe that the winners in the publication race
are those who are particularly keen to get on.
[The publications process] is mainly useful for identifying highly ambitious
researchers who have no qualms in submitting as many papers as they can churn out.
I don’t think that’s so great myself. However, I’d agree that the ambitious types will
get a whole lot more research done. The quality, however, is another matter [...]
In short: don’t blame those ambitious types: that’s life.

The current process may well favour certain types who are more ambitious or
competitive (in some sense) than their rivals. But there are different kinds of
ambition or competitiveness. A welfare state, for example, creates its own kind
of Darwinist system – i.e. the cleverest, most determined at exploiting the

system will tend to do the best out of it. I suppose one could argue that this is a
potential strength of having a complex welfare system. Qualities of cunning
and resourcefulness are encouraged, and these qualities may later prove useful
to society.
However, if you replace one kind of competitive drive (a desire to build a
successful business; a determination to discover something useful) with
another (a desire to exploit loopholes; a drive to achieve maximum insertions
into journals), there is likely to be a shift in the precise characteristics that you
are promoting.
A popular approach, whenever the condition of academia (or any other area of
culture) is bemoaned, is to put the blame on materialism, as in the case of this
comment:
Somewhere, we decided to value quantity over quality. In politics and economics, this
equates to championing GDP and economic growth over quality of life. Unfortunately
this line of thought has seeped into academia [...] people in charge of funding began
to interpret a thick stack of published papers as having more potential value to the
economy.
I would name the Thatcher/Reagan era as the time in which this neoliberal viewpoint
became dominant, at least in the West.

The commenter, in common with many academics, seems to be confusing two
things:
(i) society demanding accountability, proof of value for money, etc, and the
use of crude metrics to determine these;
(ii) the pursuit of monetary profit, in contrast to supposedly more worthy (but
nebulous) aims such as benefiting stakeholders.
Perhaps under the influence of egalitarian ideology, which condemns (ii) but
has sympathy with (i), people who think of themselves as liberal tend to avoid
noticing that so-called democratisation can have destructive effects on culture,
and to conflate issues about measurement with issues about money. This of
course makes it easier to blame that favourite scapegoat, capitalism.
Here is a comment which expresses the viewpoint that it’s unreasonable for
academics to expect to avoid having to ‘engage’ with society.
Nobody is saying academics can’t continue to work on whatever they like, but why
should society pay for them to play in sandpits without any responsibility except
printing papers 80% of which are never read.

There are people struggling to make a living and look after their children and people
who are struggling to live without pain and with dignity. There’s an ageing population
that need help. Please show some empathy and compassion.

One commenter agrees with Higgs’s criticisms of the new academia, based on
his own experience.
I had a university career from 1966 to 1994 and witnessed the takeover by people I
call “academic bean counters,” aided in later years by computer monitoring. They
have no deep understanding of the research they are assessing. Another name for the
process is “Publish or die.”
The justification I always heard was ‘accountability’: we academics have to
demonstrate to the taxpayers who fund us and to their politicians that we earn our
money.
It’s a tough argument to counter [...]

Another commenter accepts the need for Higgs types to find room in
academia, but argues that not everyone can be like that.
the university system as a whole can’t support this model on a large scale, and
shouldn’t aim to. There are a couple of examples where it pays huge dividends [...]
but it’s an extremely inefficient way to produce good research in general.
There are many academics who see themselves as capable of such individualistic
successes, and might expend great effort in isolated pursuit of this, but very few who
actually are capable of it.

Pointing out that only a tiny proportion of scientists are capable of what this
commenter calls “individualistic successes” seems to beg the question, what is
the point of all the others? Certainly, there is an argument for having a few
scientists working on expanding the scope and application of the model that’s
dominant at a particular time. But tens of thousands of them?
Do we really, as is sometimes argued, inhabit a world so different in terms of
our position on the ignorance-knowledge spectrum from that of a century ago
that the optimal path to further progress now necessarily involves hundreds of
mega-teams, and few if any individual innovators? Or is the difference
between then and now more a consequence of the change in our view of
society and the change in our politics?

I have no wish to denigrate Peter Higgs’s contribution. The
Higgs field was a crucial element in what has become the
centrepiece of modern theoretical physics: the Standard
Model. It needed a stroke of brilliance to come up with what
is now referred to as the Higgs mechanism. Nevertheless, it
is probably best regarded as an addition rather than a
revolution. It’s more de Broglie wave than Einstein tensor.
So if the argument about lack of room for people to make major intellectual
leaps applies to the Higgs field, how much more likely is it to apply to anything
really big – an overhaul of the theory of evolution, say? If there were someone
capable of a Darwinian revolution, would they find any doors open to them?
Or have we reached the age where science must invariably mean the image of
the humble team member plugging away with his stained slides, cloud
chamber plates or supercomputer readouts, making his tiny contribution to
the matrix?
Let us take an example, from another subject. Consider, for purposes of
illustration, the mind-body problem; more specifically, the problem
of consciousness. Let’s assume there could be a revolutionary new way of
thinking about this time-honoured issue, and that all it would take is the right
person working under the right conditions for us to finally make a
breakthrough – after centuries of interesting, but ultimately unprogressive,
musings and meanderings.
Does the present system allow for such a thing to happen?

Let us digress briefly to consider what is meant by “the problem of
consciousness”.
Humans believe that they have, by now, an excellent understanding of the
physical world. Admittedly there are gaps (how did life begin? why is the
electron-proton mass ratio 1:1836?) but it’s generally assumed these are
soluble in terms of existing concepts.
The more we seem to understand our physical environment and to be able to
manipulate it, however, the more it throws into relief that there is something

(“experience”, “mind”, “consciousness”) which seems to be part of reality,
related to individual humans and possibly animals too, but for which there
seems to be no room in the prevailing physical model.
Whole books are nowadays written about the topic of consciousness. Some
raise the question of whether all animals are conscious, or only some. Others
speculate whether a sufficiently sophisticated robot with perceptual apparatus
and transistorised cognition could be conscious, and at what level of
sophistication this would occur. Numerous theories have been proposed about
how consciousness might arise from neuronal activity. Various ideas have
been suggested as to what the function of consciousness might be, if it is not a
mere epiphenomenon.
In spite of all this speculation there is a sense in which the basic problem – of
how an intrinsically non-physical thing appears to arise out of physical matter
– has not been advanced since the time of Descartes.
Whatever consciousness enthusiasts may like to think, the topic is fraught
with difficulties. Even if twentieth-century linguistic philosophers were wrong
to assert that nothing meaningful could be referred to by a term so vague,
there remains the conundrum of how the meaning of the word is supposed to
be learnt [2]. Before one can enquire about the relation of ‘consciousness’ to
our current model of the physical world, one needs to be clear about what the
word means, and how the meaning is established. And the answer one gets if
one thoroughly explores these fundamentals may be negative. The word may
not in fact refer to anything clearly enough to be able to ask questions about it,
let alone give answers.
The fundamentals need to be explored by someone with the ability and desire
to think about something extremely abstract in a non-common-sense way. As
a problem, this one is as challenging as they come, and possibly some way
ahead, in terms of difficulty, of the insight that there may be no such thing
as simultaneity.
Humans thinking about consciousness is a little like a mirror trying to think
about what it means to reflect. This doesn’t necessarily imply, as some
philosophers have argued, that we are hard-wired to find it an impossible topic
to think about (though that is not to be ruled out), but it is likely to be beyond
the capacity of most academics.

Cartoonists picture Einstein calmly contemplating the stars as he puffs on his pipe
[...] Apparently [this image] is what Einstein wanted, because he did his best to hide
his turbulent nature.
Once, however, an interviewer caught him off guard. Then he admitted that his urge
to understand the universe kept him in a state of “psychic tension ... visited by all
sorts of nervous conflicts ... I used to go away for weeks in a state of confusion ...” [3]

What sort of qualities would it take to get anywhere with the mind-body
problem when so many others have tried and failed? I think four things are
likely to be necessary.
Many people would put intellectual ability as the first – and perhaps only –
quality required. One’s IQ probably needs to be higher than that of the average
current academic. (That, of course, is not saying a lot.) On the other hand, I
am not sure it needs to be as high as that of, say, the average applied
mathematician working in rocket-science finance.
Incidentally, an exceptional innovator can easily appear
less than brilliant, at least in certain contexts. He or she
may appear to be slow on the uptake, hopelessly
impractical, or useless at flirting (for example). This
may reflect specialisation of brain function, in some
cases chosen; or just lack of interest.
It seems to me three other qualities are likely to be at
least as important as intelligence.
● Having the necessary drive and tenacity. Like Peter
Higgs, if the person sets out to solve a problem, they
need to be stubborn about doing so until they think they’ve cracked it.
● You have to be willing to sacrifice one mode of thought for another. Ordinary
life may not contain many obvious intellectual challenges, but it can require
high amounts of brain power, particularly when trying to interact purposefully
with other people. (It has been suggested that the human brain expanded in
order to keep up with the complexities of living in a group.) If you devote the
maximum possible brain resources to tackling an abstract scientific problem,
you may well have a less-than-optimal amount available for normal day-to-day
things, and this may make you appear somewhat ridiculous in a social setting.
That is something you would have to tolerate, if you were to devote yourself to
a particular topic. (This, rather than some form of innate autism, may be what

is behind the speculation that people like Newton and Einstein suffered from
Asperger syndrome.)
● You have to really want to solve the problem, and that means your emotions
have to be involved. It’s not that you can’t have any other interests in life, but
you probably have to want it more than you want a relationship, or peer
approval, or a family, or an interesting social life. In other words, you have to
be (and be prepared to be seen to be) obsessional, a quality that is unlikely to
gain you many admirers.
Motivation is underestimated as a factor in many areas of achievement,
particularly perhaps in the intellectual arena. Sometimes it is ignored as a
factor altogether. Or, if it is acknowledged, it’s often in a negative sense. Many
egalitarianism-inspired analyses are based on the idea that if differences of
outcome derive from some people wanting things more than others, these are
less ‘fair’ than differences deriving from innate characteristics other than
desire. That is, if innate characteristics are allowed for at all.
What about the issue of training and experience? Many people would claim
that one can only solve a specialist problem of this kind by having a thorough
grounding in the relevant technical areas – brain physiology, information
theory, philosophy of mind. One occasionally gets lucky amateurs, it is said;
but perhaps not these days, at least not in scientific topics that are already
highly advanced and where research typically requires expensive equipment
and elaborate techniques?
If I was personally allocating money to solving a specific problem, and I
thought that the four requirements above had been met – and that the
candidate was of reasonably sound mind and body – I wouldn’t worry about
that one. True, it might be a good idea to find out everything there is to know
about the topic, including the latest cutting-edge research. On the other hand,
I would trust the candidate to know how best to approach the problem; what
to focus on, and what to ignore. Whatever is worth knowing about could, by
someone sufficiently clever and motivated, be picked up surprisingly quickly.
If empirical work is required – to collect data or test hypotheses – one could
always hire a research team.
What about the various scientific disciplines beavering away at the problem of
brain functioning? Aren’t they making good progress all the time, and isn’t it
likely that before long they will – with the kind of people they have at the

moment – achieve the final link, i.e. between (a) the top-level cerebral activity
which binds all the input, suitably digested and schematised, into a stream of
information from which the organism’s decisions can be made (still purely a
physical process, if somewhat abstract) and (b) ‘consciousness’ itself?
I don’t deny that understanding of the brain is continuously advancing, though
somewhat slowly. In some ways the progress has been disappointing. Forty
years ago, one could have hoped that by now, we would be a lot further with
(for example) the representation problem: how the brain recognises
perceptual ensembles as things, and how it assigns meaning. Still, given
another hundred years or so, we should be a lot closer so solving these issues,
even at the present rate. (Though I wonder whether even that will require one
or two revolutionary leaps, perhaps in computer science rather than in
physiology. It seems likely that the brain uses a kind of top-level processing
that is different from anything currently found in computers.)
But even if we ‘solve’ the architecture of the brain, we will be left (apparently)
with the raw consciousness problem. What is the relationship between the
model of the world which the brain generates ‘for’ the conscious decisionmaker, and the phenomenological experience of consciousness per se?
*****
A patron hoping to promote a solution to the consciousness problem may look
to established neurophysiologists and psychologists with years of experimental
work and publications under their belt, some of whom must have been
thinking about this issue, however allusively, for decades. Mightn’t one of
them come up with the required revolution? Well, they always might. Indeed,
some of them have written books in which they sound as if they think they
have.
The likely problem with this is that an intellectual revolution requires
someone without too many preconceptions, commitments or vested interests.
Someone who hasn’t spent years accepting and redistributing the received
wisdom. It may turn out to be some key assumption that is precisely the thing
blocking clarity, and yet also the one thing that the various rival theorists are
currently agreed on.

The suggestion that
(a) membership of, and identification with, the establishment can be a
hindrance to generating innovation
should not of course be confused with the notion that
(b) it is beneficial for the productivity of innovators that they be forced to
operate under restricted conditions.
Culture requires leisure; and cultural production requires, in many cases, a
level of leisure so high that it is only possible with institutional support, or
with private capital – preferably both.

In the first part of this article we looked at the individual characteristics likely
to be needed for making a revolutionary breakthrough in understanding of
the mind-body problem.
To the four qualities already outlined in part 1 let us add a fifth, for which
there seems to be no better word than chutzpah. In order to solve (say) the
riddle of gravitation, or the black body problem, you need to believe you
could solve it, where others — ostensibly greater than you — have failed. [4]
Does the presence of chutzpah, in combination with the other four qualities,
guarantee success? No. As in other areas of achievement, a belief that one can
win the competition is a necessary, not a sufficient, condition of success.
Look at it from the selfish gene’s point of view. A tendency towards
exceptional achievement is a high-risk-high-reward strategy. Most of the time,
the conditions will be too unfavourable to allow the potential to be fully
expressed. Hence the individual will often end up doing worse than average,
given that they’re probably not well adapted for a conventional life — the price
paid for being unusual. Even when conditions are favourable, luck generally
seems to play a role. History mostly records those to whom Lady Luck was
kind. But there were many more misses than hits, now largely forgotten.
This is something which putative patrons – at least those who wish to go
beyond the predictability of the sausage-factory model – need to bear in mind.
We should perhaps note that there are different types of chutzpah. Some
types, involving a belief that one’s superiority is socially assigned, and that one

can succeed because other people say one can, may be unhelpful, at least for
this purpose. Other types may be concealed by superficial diffidence, and so
appear invisible.

I recently watched an interview with jazz rocker Donald Fagen of Steely Dan
fame, in which he described his teenage self disparagingly as
somewhere between a nerd and a schmendrick.

Talented people often seem to start their adult life as social outsiders.
Once upon a time, when university intake was more restricted, social outsiders
made up a relatively high proportion of the student population. To say that
college provided them with a congenial environment in which they could
unfold their true selves, and express the full extent of their abilities, would
probably be overstating it. Nevertheless, it was perhaps in most cases a more
sympathetic world than their schools had been, and many of them did flourish
there.
Some of these outsiders were extreme cases in that they cared only, or
primarily, about their academic life, to the exclusion of other things. They
were dedicated to physics, or classics, or Shakespeare, or whatever. Their
emotions – the ‘correct’ purpose of which, according to most biologists and
psychiatrists, is relationships and social life – were dominated by their
intellectual preoccupations. Some of them were capable of making significant
intellectual progress. A few of that subgroup actually went on to do so, if they
managed to survive the obstacle course.
Is there still room for people like that in the modern university? I am not sure.
With degree “massification” having shifted
the position of the average student towards
the middle of the Bell curve, there is more of
a mediocre feel to campuses these days. But
it’s not just demographics. There is a sense in
which universities – like other organisations
in the public eye – now seem to regard being
‘normal’, ‘healthy’, ‘modern’, ‘well-adjusted’,
or however they like to put it, not just as one

of their selling points but as a value they are morally proud to embody. And
there are plenty of figures on campus nowadays to ensure that all this
normality, health, modernity, adjustment etc. is maintained. Those who fall
foul of the correct attitudes may be encouraged – or pressured – to seek ‘help’,
make a complaint, or attend a session to sort them out. If things don’t improve
they may be asked to leave, though it doesn’t usually come to that. Once you’ve
lost the support of your teachers, you soon find yourself on the slippery slope
to academic oblivion, without any need for formal ejection.
The top universities are no different in this regard, and anyway do not differ
much from the others these days, in terms of ethos or atmosphere. Critics of
Oxbridge may like to invoke the Brideshead image (which, under
egalitarianism, has become a convenient stick) but the critics in question are
either being dishonest or can’t have visited those places lately. What is
perhaps best described as diversified conformity — but is often called
‘individualism’, a splendid example of inversion — has become the fashionable
value. Cultural institutions seem to enact the fashionable values harder than
everyone else, as perhaps they have always done.
It seems to be part of a wider trend. Once, soap operas like Coronation
Street and other TV series like Friends had a distinct flavour, which you could
take or leave, but which was at least trying to be unique and characterful. Now
most soaps look and feel the same. The same is true of US crime series – in
fact more or less all US drama series. The characters in them, and the actors
playing them, seem perfectly interchangeable. They all say the same kinds of
things, in the same kind of way.
Even seasoned actors, clearly capable of more characterful roles, seem to be
pressed by directors and scriptwriters into performing formulaically. The
motive is unclear, but presumably homogeneity is less threatening. “Yes, I
know you thought Jeremy Irons, Alec Baldwin, Andie MacDowell, etc. were
special – but see, they’re just like everyone else!” [5]
Other cultural sectors – from universities to museums, opera companies to
nature reserves – have gone down the same path of homogenisation.
So your choice at college these days is simple. Be ‘normal’ (this comes in a
number of slightly different flavours); or become stereotyped as a member of a
minority group popularly known as “dorks”.

If you’re lucky, being a “dork” won’t be held against you when they write a
reference for your PhD grant application, or when they hand out post-doctoral
positions. On the other hand, your fate may end up in the hands of one of
those professors who dislike people being too obsessional, or insufficiently
sociable. In that case, your goose will be pretty much cooked.

Let us switch attention to the kind of working environment that a putative
innovator would need, in order to have a chance of making a breakthrough in
the understanding of consciousness. What conditions are needed to make it
possible? I think they are such as would be regarded as extreme, from a
contemporary perspective.
First, you would have to have your board and lodging requirements taken care
of, to a reasonable standard of comfort. Second, your time would have to be
free from all the usual requirements of a job, and preferably also from the
requirements of meal preparation, cleaning, repairs, general administration
etc.
You would probably need at least a year to make fruitful progress, but you
would not want to be under any pressure to come up with a ‘solution’ by the
end of that time. Pressure to produce results is bad for revolutionary thought.
Therefore, third, you would need to have your position guaranteed for at least
5 years, or let us say 3 as an absolute minimum.
Is there any activity which would not detract from devoting as much as is
needed of your brain to what is one of the most intractable problems in the
history of science? Possibly a very light teaching load – maybe three or four
hours a week, provided the topic of teaching is pertinent to your area of
research. So fourth, no requirement to perform duties beyond a minimal level
of this kind. Certainly no managerial or other administrative duties. (And
definitely no office politics.)
The ‘solution’ to the problem, if/when you get it, may well involve a radically
different way of thinking which bears little relation to what has gone before,
and possibly none at all to prevailing approaches. Moreover, your first year is
likely to involve many false starts and wrong turns. So for those reasons it’s
important that, fifth, there be no expectation to publish anything, or even
discuss your thoughts with others, before the end of the three or five year

period. You may of course choose to talk about your ideas, or even publish
something for purposes of feedback, but there should be no requirement to do
so.
Given the peculiar nature of the topic to be researched, we must add a sixth,
more qualitative condition. The person should be free to be as antisocial as
they wish, including shunning all forms of social contact altogether. No
requirement to be friendly, chummy, communicative or convivial.
In order to think clearly about the mind-body
relation, one needs to be able to eliminate all
preconceptions. Social interaction, a good deal of
which involves emphasising shared assumptions
and reinforcing prejudices, is likely to be highly
distracting from the most abstract kinds of
reasoning, and therefore unhelpful, particularly on
a topic that is intimately bound up with the
question of what it means to be a person.
Not only that. Because mutual reinforcement of shared assumptions is a
pleasurable and possibly essential component of psychological health, and
because, conversely, overt departure from shared norms causes discomfort,
you may well find that others have a definite wish to nudge you off your perch,
and return you to the world of common sense.

Putting these requirements together, we arrive at a potential appointment
with characteristics that appear outrageously demanding by current
standards. No obligation to do anything, beyond a perfunctory amount of
teaching, for five years. No need to publish anything throughout that time. All
one’s needs taken care of. Permission to be reclusive to an extreme degree.
Are there still slots like this in academia even remotely resembling this image,
for people who do not already have established careers? There were only ever
very few. New ones seem unlikely to be created in the current climate, when
everyone is expected to show they are providing value for money.

Would our aspiring neuroscientist-philosopher be able to write a convincing
“impact statement” for his grant application to the Biological Sciences
Research Council, for example?
A good Pathways to Impact statement should be:
• project-specific, and have very clear deliverables,
• describe societal and economic deliverables and milestones, instead of focussing on
just scientific deliverables,
• plan to deliver activities pertinent to the project, instead of a focus on track record
or routine activities for University post,
• consider broader beneficiaries, likely impact on them and appropriate mechanisms
for realising these potential impacts,
• focused on knowledge exchange and impact generation rather than narrowly
focused, end focused or purely for dissemination purposes,
• clearly laid out in terms of timelines when each impact activity will be carried out.

A possible example of a position where you would not have to convince a
committee that you adequately ticked these kinds of boxes is the Examination
Fellowship offered by Oxford’s All Souls College. This is supposedly a pure
research post, and contains few if any associated duties.
However, looking at the kind of essay which All Souls applicants have to write
in order to impress the examiners with their intelligence, and looking at the
list of people who have held the Fellowship (many of them going on to a career
in politics or administration) one gets the impression that, although the
holders were no doubt highly intelligent, they were not typically the kind of
person to make major intellectual advances. [6]
There may well be something doomed about attempts to provide positions
specifically intended to facilitate advances, if the usual method of design by
institution, and allocation by committee, is used. It’s more likely that the few
cases where major advances were made possible by an unconditional academic
post arose fortuitously, perhaps as a result of string-pulling. This is compatible
with the observation that few recipients of awards such as the
MacArthur Genius Grant go on to do anything very significant after receipt.

Further data is hard to come by on what has always been a fringe
phenomenon. However, we can get some insights into attitudes to the nostrings post by looking at a related, weaker concept – that of tenure. In theory,
tenure means an academic job for life, and is granted once a person has
supposedly proven himself sufficiently capable.
Tenure is sometimes thought of as a North American rather than British
system. However, something similar exists in a looser sense in the UK, in that
appointments may be permanent in practice. I.e. one could expect to hold an
appointment until retirement, with only serious misdemeanour or incapacity
providing grounds for termination.
Fifty years ago, tenure in some form was the norm rather than the exception
for academics in the US. It was assumed that you would – unless and until you
actively wanted to decamp – remain with your institution for the duration of
your career. As long as you fulfilled some basic teaching duties, you would
have reasonable job security, and would not be fired merely for lack of
research productivity, though you might not get promoted.
Tenure has come under attack in recent decades. Since the 1970s, it has been
under fire from critics of academia, from both the Left and the Right.

*****
Academics like to complain that the biggest threat to the university system is
the philistinism of the free market; but a far more potent revisionist force has
surely been egalitarianism. The idea of a select few having privileges that the
rest of us don’t have sits uneasily with the new dominant ideology. Expansion
of the university system – a programme predicated vaguely on
‘democratisation’ – was bound to mean that, when things had to be sacrificed
to facilitate the required changes, it would be the things that least fitted with
the democratising ideal.
Tenure is criticised by the Left for being available to some members of faculty
but not others at a given institution, and at some institutions to a greater
degree than at other institutions. It is criticised, more generally, for allowing
certain people to be excluded from ‘accountability’ – an increasingly popular

notion, according to which everyone, particularly those in the public arena,
should be answerable to everyone else.
A higher education system that has been massively expanded using taxpayers’
money is unlikely to maintain the same commitment to a practice which does
not yield obvious rewards – unless tenure is restricted to certain institutions,
which again is at odds with the ideology.
As for the Right, many of them intensely dislike (with some justification) the
blatant leftist bias of academia, particularly in the humanities. The result, after
all, is that it’s the Left’s values which get to be inculcated into society’s future
movers and shakers. The Right’s response to this (like their response in other
areas where they feel they have lost the ideological battle) is to try to use
democratisation against those espousing it. This is done by demanding
greater accountability, more responsiveness to student preferences, more
proof of money well spent, etc. Thus many on the Right are equally hostile to
tenure, though it’s doubtful whether its complete abolition, and all academics
having to work as wage slaves, would produce a significant shift in ideological
bias.
One way or another, the ideal of tenure – in the US and elsewhere – seems on
the way out, even if it ends up retained in name and in a castrated form. There
is simply not enough support for it, even from academics themselves. This, for
example, is what a liberal arts professor wrote in 1999, allegedly in defence of
it. [7]
In many departments there are several thoroughly dysfunctional people hired years
ago, faculty who repeatedly skip classes or otherwise fail their most basic
responsibilities. Much more common still are enervated faculty who lack intellectual
vitality or have long since stopped being up to date in their fields. Faculty members
who haven’t read current scholarship in decades are legion. What is to be done?

and
A strict up-or-out system, one that fires people who have not fully proven their
teaching or research capabilities during the probationary period, does occasionally
overlook late bloomers, but that is finally a price we must pay for tenure’s benefits.

Reading this 15 years after publication, and with the benefit of hindsight, it is
hard not to see Peter Higgs – coming up with the Higgs mechanism ten years
after his Ph.D – as a ‘late bloomer’. In other words, the kind of person who

would now, under pressure from cost considerations, research rankings etc.,
be summarily booted out. [8]
*****
What kind of environment for academics remains, once ‘privileges’ like tenure
have been stripped out, and the academy is compelled to acknowledge the
‘needs of society’ and ensure that each group of ‘stakeholders’ approves of
what it is doing?
Quite possibly an inversion of the original. Instead of providing a refuge from
normal demands in which novel ideas can be explored, we obtain a
mechanism for penalising deviation from the consensus. This would certainly
help to explain occasional reports suggesting that universities have now
become one of the prime locations for workplace bullying.
In any case, the possibility that such an environment could allow a
breakthrough to be made with regard to a major intellectual challenge, such as
the mind-body problem, seems remote.
A strong desire to advance knowledge – stronger than the normal range of
motives found (say) in the average office – is rare. By wiping out the
few loopholes for exceptional individuals that are present in institutionalised
academia, its primary raison d’être is eliminated, leaving behind a husk that
generates plenty of volume but little in the way of meaningful content.

Notes
1. Although the Higgs boson, and its discovery, are what has received public attention, the
more important concept proposed by Higgs (also in the 1960s) was the Higgs field – a field
permeating all of space which allows for a certain kind of symmetry breaking and which
explains why some particles have mass. Detection of the Higgs boson provides empirical
support for the Higgs field.
2. Consider a group of evolving social robots. We might expect these to acquire (eventually)
the ability to communicate to one another information about their environment, and also
about their internal states (e.g. disease or other malfunctioning). With time, they are likely to
learn to distinguish between internal states that map to genuine external objects
(‘perception’) and spurious versions of such states caused by glitches in the machinery
(‘hallucinations’).

From there we would expect them to refine their language to include terms that refer simply
to internal would-be perceptual states per se, leaving moot the question of whether these
correspond to external reality in a particular case. Thus, they might come to talk of “sense
data”.
“Greetings, Robot X527. My perceptual processing sensors appear to be registering an apple
tree up ahead. However, I ingested some dodgy water last night, so it may just be my circuits
playing up.”
This doesn’t however seem to get us to what we normally mean by “consciousness”. Nor does
it amount to the robots describing their internal states qua internal states, or forming the
concept of qualia.
Now assume that such robots do become ‘conscious’. It is nevertheless difficult to see how
they would learn to use a word to refer to it. This raises the question, how do we learn to use
the word? How do we ever have sufficient shared awareness of what is meant by it
(supposedly, something over and above the behavioural signs it correlates with) to agree on
the meaning?
3. Denis Brian, Einstein, John Wiley, 1996, p.60.
4. Robert Hooke and Isaac Newton – law of gravity.
Max Planck – black body problem.
5. HBO’s True Detective was a recent exception.
6. Perhaps the most famous of All Souls’ past Examination Fellows was Isaiah Berlin.
Arguably, however, his intellectual significance – beyond the seminal essay ‘Two Concepts of
Liberty’ – has proven to be limited. Berlin provided an important example of the concept of
‘public intellectual’ but, like others who passed through All Souls, could not be said to have
made major advances.
7. Cary Nelson, Professor of English at University of Illinois, in Academic Keywords,
Routledge, 1999, p.246 and p.244.
8. The initial exposition of the Higgs mechanism was rejected by Physics Letters as being “of
no obvious relevance to physics”. It was later published in the rival journal Physical Review
Letters.
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